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Abstract
This paper presents an evaluation of the code
representation model Code2vec when trained on
the task of detecting security vulnerabilities in
C source code. We leverage the open-source li-
brary astminer to extract path-contexts from the
abstract syntax trees of a corpus of labeled C
functions. Code2vec is trained on the resulting
path-contexts with the task of classifying a func-
tion as vulnerable or non-vulnerable. Using the
CodeXGLUE benchmark, we show that the ac-
curacy of Code2vec for this task is comparable
to simple transformer-based methods such as pre-
trained RoBERTa, and outperforms more naive
NLP-based methods. We achieved an accuracy of
61.43% while maintaining low computational re-
quirements relative to larger models, compared to
an accuracy of 61.05% achieved by RoBERTa on
the same benchmark.

1 Introduction
Security vulnerabilities are a major concern in software de-
velopment, as even the simplest mistakes can be turned into
attack vectors by a malicious party. In continuous integra-
tion (CI), it is common to introduce static analysers into the
build pipeline to verify code against known patterns [1–3].
For example, Brakeman1 and SonarQube2 are static analy-
sers capable of detecting software vulnerabilities in source
code that can be used for this purpose.

Static analyzers can reduce security concerns in the soft-
ware development life-cycle when introduced in the imple-
mentation phase, to assist developers to produce safer soft-
ware. These analyzers are also useful tools for code review.
Nowadays, one common practice to provide feedback is us-
ing GitHub pull requests. Warnings are usually added au-
tomatically to pull requests as comments, which can be re-
viewed manually before merging. Such pipelines stream-
line the quality assurance process and increase productivity.
However, current techniques in static analysis are limited:

1Brakeman Tool: https://brakemanscanner.org/
(Accessed August 11, 2021)

2SonarQube GitHub Integration Latest Details Webpage:
https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/analysis/
github-integration/ (Accessed August 11, 2021)

they are prone to false positives (wasting developer effort),
and false negatives (making the analysis less reliable) [4,5].

In recent years, there has been an increase in the applica-
tion of statistical models, namely neural networks, to a va-
riety of code intelligence tasks, including vulnerability de-
tection [6, 7]. This research has mainly focused on the ap-
plication of pre-trained models that capture knowledge par-
ticular to a specific programming language, and has been
inspired by transformer-based models [8] such as BERT [9]
and GPT [10], both developed in the context of natural
language processing (NLP). For example, models such as
CodeBERT [11], C-BERT [12] and PLBART [13] produce
distributed representations from source code that have been
applied to many code tasks, such as code search, code trans-
lation and vulnerability detection. The recent CodeXGLUE
benchmark [14] aims to facilitate the comparison and eval-
uation of these recent models in a large variety of tasks.
This benchmark is publicly available and open for for fur-
ther contributions 3.

Although these models are demonstrably effective, they
also have their limitations: mainly, large models with hun-
dreds of millions of parameters need a relatively large
amount of computational resources, including both mem-
ory and CPU time [15]. The requirement for large amounts
of computational resources is a significant limitation for re-
searchers and developers, and it can make the usage of large
pre-trained models impractical. There is a noticeable trade-
off between model representativeness and convenience of
use. As a result, often smaller models are preferred for de-
tection performance.

In this work, we investigated the applicability of a code
representation model, Code2vec [16], to the vulnerability
detection task. Code2vec is built on a simple attention-
based feed-forward neural network that learns and combines
semantic knowledge extracted from syntactic paths (path-
contexts) in an abstract syntax tree; a bag of path-contexts
serves as a representation of a particular code snippet [17].

To the best of our knowledge, Code2vec has not
been evaluated for vulnerability detection. We evaluated
Code2vec on a labeled corpus of C functions. We
found that Code2vec outperformed traditional NLP-based
approaches for vulnerability detection at an accuracy of

3CodeXGLUE GitHub Repository: https://github.
com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE (Accessed August 11, 2021)

https://brakemanscanner.org/
https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/analysis/github-integration/
https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/analysis/github-integration/
https://github.com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE
https://github.com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE


void scsi_req_abort(SCSIRequest *req, int status) {
if (!req->enqueued) {

return;
}
scsi_req_ref(req);
scsi_req_dequeue(req);
req->io_canceled = true;
if (req->ops->cancel_io) {

req->ops->cancel_io(req);
}
scsi_req_complete(req, status);
scsi_req_unref(req);

}

req,ef0f501e85af13c3f3106da4bf2906e0,scsirequest
status,ef0f501e85af13c3f3106da4bf2906e0,int
scsirequest,be3b43d7f4a43891e0385f2eca2cf07f,req
scsirequest,d5ca1a6cadb392e083136474a8cabc30,enqueued
req,4f27c208767e095fd30422fc396d9a65,enqueued
scsirequest,8c1b9d254efaff732c5b9f31dc9b2a4d,return
req,08ce61e16e85e647cf23073a8ca791b5,return
enqueued,e8e7e89c85a8b6a64d78437b0cec31b7,return
req,06f1bd4eabc1f73da38b772edea29dca,scsirequest
scsireqref,111f072b31664dc52f36bbafdf999c3a,req
scsireqref,1dbfd33caf135e6c4c08fc7a55af5682,scsirequest
req,06f1bd4eabc1f73da38b772edea29dca,scsirequest
scsireqdequeue,111f072b31664dc52f36bbafdf999c3a,req

Figure 1: Example of a non-vulnerable function and the first 13 path-contexts extracted by astminer. For each function,
astminer extracts a maximum of 200 path-contexts. This example only presents 13 path-contexts due to space limitations.
The syntactic paths between tokens are encoded using MD5.

uint32_t HELPER(shr_cc)(CPUM68KState *env, uint32_t val,
uint32_t shift) {

uint64_t temp;
uint32_t result;
shift &= 63;
temp = (uint64_t)val << 32 >> shift;
result = temp >> 32;
env->cc_c = (temp >> 31) & 1;
env->cc_n = result;
env->cc_z = result;
env->cc_v = 0;
env->cc_x = shift ? env->cc_c : env->cc_x;
return result;

}

cpumkstate,c4b44d57c510ae50e3f1f4c368b9e232,env
uintt,c4b44d57c510ae50e3f1f4c368b9e232,val
uintt,c4b44d57c510ae50e3f1f4c368b9e232,shift
uintt,8a2b9543a7267ced6831ca9e368e2149,temp
uintt,8a2b9543a7267ced6831ca9e368e2149,result
uintt,be3b43d7f4a43891e0385f2eca2cf07f,shift
uintt,7da512f0ba552d363c04f7a91579d848,63
shift,e8b80f42a57ff812a6cf44feaef78935,63
uintt,be3b43d7f4a43891e0385f2eca2cf07f,temp
uintt,be3b43d7f4a43891e0385f2eca2cf07f,val
uintt,3c106a8b913930580b4bacdb0fa176ee,uintt
uintt,157679f80996bc7a15c5fad0dedbf11d,val
shift,06f1bd4eabc1f73da38b772edea29dca,uintt

Figure 2: Example of a vulnerable function and the first 13 path-contexts extracted by astminer. For each function,
astminer extracts a maximum of 200 path-contexts. This example only presents 13 path-contexts due to space limitations.
The syntactic paths between tokens are encoded using MD5.

61.43%, comparable to simple transformer models such as
pre-trained RoBERTa [18]. We show that these results
are achievable at a fraction of the computational resources
and training time necessary for transformer-based models;
Code2vec ran a full training session in approximately 5
minutes on a consumer-grade GPU, handling 1024 samples
of data at each training step without exhausting its memory.
We submitted our results to the CodeXGLUE leaderboard4

for comparison with the state-of-the-art in the defect detec-
tion task.

Our contributions are as follows:

• An evaluation of Code2vec on the task of vulnera-
bility detection using a dataset of labeled C functions
both regarding accuracy and computational require-
ments (training time and memory).

• A replication package with the scripts and data to
train and test the model, for reproducibility. Avail-
able online: https://github.com/dcoimbra/
dx2021.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we
present our approach for applying Code2vec to vulnera-
bility detection. In section 3, we describe the implementa-
tion details related to our extraction of path-contexts and
Code2vec configuration. In section 4, we describe the
evaluation metrics employed and present our results along-
side previous studies, and discuss them in section 5. In
section 6, we give a brief summary of the related work in

4Microsoft’s CodeXGLUE Leaderboard Website: https://
microsoft.github.io/CodeXGLUE/. Our results for the
code2vec model are presented in the Defect Detection (Code-
Code) table. (Accessed August 11, 2021)

Vulnerable Non-Vulnerable
Train 10018 11836
Test 1255 1477

Validation 1187 1545

Table 1: Distribution of vulnerable and non-vulnerable
functions in Devign.

deep learning for vulnerability detection. Finally, section 7
presents our conclusions and lays discusses future work.

2 Approach
In this section, we describe our approach for using path-
context representations for the detection of security vul-
nerabilities using Code2vec. We describe our procedure
for the extraction of path-contexts from a corpus of labeled
functions and provide a summary of Code2vec and how
we adapted it for the vulnerability detection task.

2.1 Dataset
We used the public dataset Devign5 [19], provided as
part of the CodeXGLUE benchmark. Devign includes
27318 manually-labeled functions collected from QEMU and
FFmpeg, two large C open-source projects. These functions
were extracted by collecting security-related commits and
selecting vulnerable and non-vulnerable versions of func-
tions from the labeled commits. Each function was man-
ually labeled by a group of three professional security ex-
perts. Functions are labeled as “‘vuln”’ and “‘safe”’, with

5Devign Dataset Website: https://sites.google.
com/view/devign (Accessed August 11, 2021)
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no distinction made with regard to the type of vulnerabil-
ity. Examples of a non-vulnerable and vulnerable functions
extracted from Devign are displayed in Figures 1 and 2
respectively, along with the first 13 path-contexts extracted
from each function using astminer. For each function,
astminer extracts a maximum of 200 path-contexts per
function. We only present 13 of the path-contexts due to
space limitations. We used the dataset splits as prepared by
CodeXGLUE6: 80%/10%/10% for training, validation, and
testing, respectively. The distribution of vulnerable and non-
vulnerable functions for the dataset is presented in Table 1.

2.2 Representing code snippets as bags of
path-contexts

The path-attention model on which Code2vec is built
takes a source code function as represented by a set of path-
contexts, extracted from its abstract syntax tree (AST). We
describe the definitions of AST, AST path and path-context
as presented in the Code2vec paper:
Definition 2.1 (Abstract Syntax Tree). An abstract syn-
tax tree (AST) for a code snippet C is a tuple
< N,T,X, s, δ, φ > where N is a set of non-terminal
nodes, T is a set of terminal nodes, X is a set of values,
s ∈ N is the root node, δ : N −→ (N ∪ T )∗ is a function
that maps a non-terminal node to a list of its children, and
φ : T −→ X is a function that maps a terminal node to its as-
sociated value. Every node except the root appears exactly
once in the lists of children; that is, each node has exactly
one parent.
Definition 2.2 (AST path). An AST path of length k is a se-
quence of the form: n1d1 . . . nkdknk+1, where n1, nk+1 ∈
T are terminal nodes, ∀i ∈ [2..k] : ni ∈ N are non-terminal
nodes and ∀i ∈ [1..k] : di ∈ {↑, ↓} are movement direc-
tions (up or down in the tree). If di =↑, then ni ∈ δ(ni+1);
if di =↓, then ni+1 ∈ δ(ni).
Definition 2.3 (Path-context). Given an AST path p, a path-
context is a triplet < xs, p, xt > where p is a syntactic path
in the AST and xs and xt correspond to the values associ-
ated with the start and end terminals of p, respectively. A
possible path-context for the statement x = 7 would be:

<x,(NameExpr↑AssignExpr↓IntegerLiteralExpr),7>

It is possible to limit the paths to a maximum length and
a maximum width. The maximum width of a path-context
is the maximum distance between sibling nodes that are part
of the same path. A code snippet C is represented as a bag of
path-contexts consisting of path-contexts extracted from the
AST for C. We kept the Code2vec defaults of maximum
length 8 and maximum width 3 and, for each function in the
corpus, extracted a bag of at most 200 path-contexts. These
values were empirically determined by the Code2vec au-
thors [16].

2.3 The Code2vec model
Code2vec learns embedding matrices for paths, values
and labels (path_vocab, value_vocab, tags_vocab,
respectively), a fully-connected layer, and an attention vec-
tor a. An illustration of the Code2vec architecture is

6Microsoft’s Devign Splits for Defect Detection (Code-
Code): https://github.com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE/
tree/main/Code-Code/Defect-detection (Accessed
August 11, 2021)

shown in Figure 3. An embedding for a single path-context
bi =< xs, pj , xt > is a context vector ci which corresponds
to the concatenation of the embeddings of the start and end
tokens and of their connecting paths:

ci = embedding(< xs, pj , xt >) =

[value_vocabs;path_vocabj ;value_vocabt]∈R3d (1)

In the previous equation, the operator ; is the concatena-
tion operator and d is an empirically-determined hyperpa-
rameter defining the length of the internal representation.

A fully connected layer of Code2vec learns to com-
bine each component of the embedding of a path-context,
through a simple linear combination with a learned weights
matrix W passed through a hyperbolic tangent function:

c̃i = tanh(W · ci) ∈ Rd (2)
In the previous equation, W ∈ R3d×d. Finally,

Code2vec’s attention mechanism aggregates all combined
context vectors {c̃1, . . . , c̃n} into a single representation.
The attention weight αi of each c̃i is obtained through the
normalized inner product between c̃i and the global atten-
tion vector a.

αi =
exp(c̃ᵀi · a)∑n
j=1 exp(c̃

ᵀ
j · a)

(3)

The final code vector v is a weighted average of the com-
bined context vectors factored by their attention weights:

v =

n∑
i=1

αi · c̃i (4)

For prediction, the probability that a specific label yi is
assigned to a code snippet C is the normalized inner product
between the embedding for yi and the code vector v:

∀yi ∈ Y : q(yi) =
exp(vᵀ · tags_vocabi)∑

yj∈Y exp(vᵀ · tags_vocabj)
(5)

In the previous equation, Y is the set of label values found
in the training corpus. Training is performed by minimizing
cross-entropy loss using the Adam optimization algorithm.
For inference, we take the target label to which Code2vec
assigned the highest probability.

3 Implementation
In this section, we describe the implementation details
for our approach. We describe the open-source library
astminer, which we leveraged for extracting bags of
path-contexts, as well as the parameters used for extraction
and training. Our final pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4.

3.1 Extracting bags of path-contexts
To extract a set of path-contexts for each code snippet in
Devign, we use the open-source library astminer7 [20].
We wrote a custom script that visits each function in the cor-
pus, and computes its path-contexts. Following Code2vec
defaults, we limit the maximum length and width of each
path-context to 8 and 3 respectively, and extract at most 200
path-contexts per function.

7Astminer GitHub Repository: https://github.com/
JetBrains-Research/astminer (Accessed August 11,
2021)
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https://github.com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE/tree/main/Code-Code/Defect-detection
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https://github.com/JetBrains-Research/astminer


Figure 3: Code2vec architecture. Adapted from original image by [16].

Figure 4: Experiments pipeline. The vulnerable and non-vulnerable raw source code functions are independently passed
to astminer. For each function, astminer extracts the respective AST, from which it computes an appropriate bag of
path-contexts. After labeling each bag of path-contexts corresponding to each function, the result is passed to Code2vec
for training. The trained model is then used for inference.

Vulnerable Non-Vulnerable
Train 9987 11809
Test 1253 1472

Validation 1185 1541

Table 2: Distribution of vulnerable and non-vulnerable
functions in Devign after applying astminer.

By default, astminer replaces each value and path in a
path-context with a corresponding ID number in order to re-
duce memory consumption and training time when passing
the samples to Code2vec. This is implemented by main-
taining tables of < id, value > pairs for tokens, node types,
and paths throughout the entire run. However, this was con-
siderably memory-intensive on the machine we used. As
such, we bypassed this feature and directly extracted path-
contexts in their original format. We computed the MD5
hash of the string representation of the path component of

each path-context instead of extracting the entire path as is.
This process is identical to the one used in the Code2vec
paper for function name prediction [16].

The astminer library was unable to extract path-
contexts from 71 functions of the Devign dataset. There-
fore, these samples were not included in our study. The fi-
nal distribution of functions after applying astminer is
described in Table 2: 9987 vulnerable functions and 11809
non-vulnerable functions for the training dataset; 1253 vul-
nerable functions and 1473 non-vulnerable functions for the
testing dataset; and, finally, 1185 vulnerable functions and
1541 non-vulnerable functions for the validation dataset.

3.2 Code2vec
We used the official implementation of Code2vec8. We
trained for 20 epochs and performed inference on the epoch

8Code2vec GitHub Repository: https://github.com/
tech-srl/code2vec (Accessed August 11, 2021)

https://github.com/tech-srl/code2vec
https://github.com/tech-srl/code2vec


Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
CoTexT 66.62 - - -
C-BERT 65.45 - - -
PLBART 63.18 - - -

CodeBERT 62.08 - - -
Code2vec 61.43 57.50 61.77 59.56
RoBERTa 61.05 - - -
TextCNN 60.69 - - -
BiLSTM 59.37 - - -

Table 3: Results for the Devign dataset alongside the
CodeXGLUE leaderboard. Our contributions are in bold.

Model Train Time #Epochs Hardware
Code2vec 5 minutes 20 1050Ti x1

CodeBERT 7 hours 5 1050Ti x1
CodeBERT 1 hour 5 Tesla P100 x2

Table 4: Training time on the Devign dataset alongside the
CodeXGLUE measurement, for a complete training session.
Our contributions are in bold.

with the highest F1-score on the validation dataset. The per-
formance measures of the model were adapted to the vulner-
ability detection task: we considered a prediction of “‘safe”’
to be a negative prediction, while a prediction of “‘vuln”’ to
be a positive prediction. The training hyperparameters fol-
lowed Code2vec defaults: batch size of 1024, embedding
size of 128, and dropout rate of 0.25.

4 Evaluation
The CodeXGLUE benchmark for defect detection reports
only accuracy as an evaluation metric. As Devign is a
balanced dataset, accuracy is an appropriate metric for as-
sessing performance. Nevertheless, we also computed pre-
cision, recall and F1-score in addition to accuracy. These
metrics help us assess the model’s ability to distinguish
between vulnerable and non-vulnerable samples. Our re-
sults are shown in Table 3 alongside the current entries in
the CodeXGLUE leaderboard. The results reported in this
paper are different from the ones reported on the leader-
board due to the way the CodeXGLUE evaluated the model.
We do not consider functions that do not generate path-
contexts while CodeXGLUE does. In addition to these
scores, we compared the training time and memory con-
sumption for Code2vec and CodeBERT on this task on
our hardware. We computed the training time for a com-
plete training session for each model, which corresponds to
20 epochs on Code2vec and 5 epochs on CodeBERT. We
chose 5 epochs for CodeBERT as this is the value used in
CodeXGLUE to obtain the original results. Training times
for each model are presented in Table 4 while memory con-
sumption is shown in Table 5.

5 Results and Discussion
Based on accuracy alone, Code2vec outperformed the tra-
ditional NLP-based methods BiLSTM [21] (61.43 > 59.37)
and TextCNN [22] (61.43 > 60.69). The obtained ac-
curacy score for Code2vec was slightly higher than pre-
trained RoBERTa (61.43 > 61.05): the two methods have
similar performance. This is to be expected as these mod-
els were not designed for code intelligence tasks, nor pre-

Model #Params Embedding size Memory (MB)
Code2vec 31M 128 600

CodeBERT 125M 400 2484

Table 5: Parameter count and memory consumption for each
model. Memory consumption is defined as the amount oc-
cupied in RAM by the model and a single sample of data
during a training step, with all gradients loaded.

trained on source code data. In the same vein, Code2vec
was outperformed by PLBART (61.43 < 63.18), C-BERT
(61.43 < 65.45) and CodeBERT (61.43 < 62.08), which
uses the transformer architecture to learn source-code fea-
tures through pre-training on large amounts of source code
data. As an advantage, transformer-based models do not re-
quire an intermediate representation and can be fine-tuned
on the source code directly.

Regarding training time, as shown in Table 4, Code2vec
completed a 20-epoch training session in approximately
5 minutes on our hardware. Conversely, on the same
hardware, CodeBERT completes a 5-epoch training ses-
sion in approximately 7 hours. This is to be expected,
as transformer-based models need a larger number of pa-
rameters, in turn requiring much more computational re-
sources to process the large amounts of data. Addition-
ally, transformer-based models create internal representa-
tions that occupy large amounts of memory, which typi-
cally are not available on consumer-grade hardware: there-
fore, training has to be carried out in very small batches
of data, increasing the training time. A large advantage
of Code2vec compared with transformer-based models is
its relatively low memory footprint: as shown in Table 5,
a single training step with CodeBERT requires approxi-
mately 2.5GB of memory to complete one training step,
an amount mostly represented by saved gradients during
back-propagation. Conversely, a single training step with
Code2vec was performed with just 600MB of GPU mem-
ory. This is due to Code2vec’s simpler architecture, al-
lowing for a lower amount of gradients to be saved dur-
ing training, as well as a lower number of parameters and
smaller embedding sizes. Additionally, Code2vec’s lower
memory footprint allows us to load larger batches of data
into memory at each training step, increasing training per-
formance.

6 Related Work
Recent research on machine learning for security vulnera-
bility detection has used both token-based and graph-based
approaches [23–25].

Natural Language Processing: Token-based models
consider the code as a sequence of tokens. Several
models have been proposed using different neural net-
work architectures such as Bidirectional Long-Short-Term
Memory (BSLTM) [23], Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [25], and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). How-
ever, simple token-based models struggle to reason about
the long sequences produced from transforming source
code into token sequences. To help address this prob-
lem, newer approaches using code slices instead of the
entire code sequences were proposed, see for example
VulDeePecker [23] and SySeVR [24]. The hypothe-
sis behind slicing is that different parts of the code are not



equally important for the model to learn vulnerability pat-
terns. Therefore, these newer approaches consider only
slices extracted from interesting points (e.g., API calls)—
points considered important for vulnerability prediction.
The rest of the code elements are ignored. Token-based ap-
proaches usually fail to maintain the dependencies between
the tokens that are the root of the problem. Thus, learning
those dependencies (or semantic relationships) is at best dif-
ficult and at worst impossible.

Program Analysis: Graph-based models incorporate
syntactic and semantic dependencies between different code
elements. Source code can be transformed to syntactic
graphs (Abstract Syntax Trees) and semantic graphs (Con-
trol Flow Graphs, Data Flow Graphs, Program Dependency
Graphs, and so on). Devign [19] uses Code Property
Graphs (CPGs) to build a vulnerability detection model as
proposed by Yamaguchi et al. [26]. Chakraborty et al. [27]
also generate code property graphs from source code to con-
sider the syntax and the semantics of the code. CPGs con-
sider succinct information from the control-flow and data-
flow graphs in addition to the AST and the program depen-
dency graphs. Each of these elements offer additional con-
text about the semantic structure of the code that may be
relevant for vulnerability detection.

Source Code Representations: Both token and graph-
based models suffer from vocabulary explosion—the num-
ber of possible identifiers (e.g., variables and function
names) in the code can be infinite. Some approaches re-
place tokens with abstract names [23, 24]. Other tech-
niques use word embedding tools (e.g., word2vec) to cre-
ate vector representations of every token. For instance,
VulDeePecker [23] and SySeVR [24] use word2vec
to transform symbolic tokens into vectors. In contrast,
Devign [19] uses word2vec to transform pure code to-
kens to real vectors. Alon et al. [16] proposed continuous
distributed vector (or code embeddings) to represent code.
Code2vec aggregates an arbitrary sized snippet of code
into a fixed-size vector in a way that captures its semantics.
Code functions are transformed in groups of path-contexts,
where each path-context represents a semantic relationship
between two code elements in a function.

Transformers for Source Code: CodeBERT [11] is a
transformer-based model that represents snippets of source
code in a distributed representation vector [8]. The non-
sequential nature of the architecture of the transformer en-
coder, being based on a simple attention mechanism, is de-
signed to address the problem of reasoning about long se-
quences: each token is processed in parallel throughout the
model. CodeBERT was pre-trained on pairs of program-
ming language and natural language data. A pre-trained
model produces distributed representations that can be used
in a variety of downstream tasks, on which the model itself
can be further fine-tuned.

This study evaluated how Code2vec—a model that con-
siders syntactic and semantic relationships in the code—
fairs compared to other non-token-based and token-based
models (specifically, CodeBERT) for vulnerability detec-
tion in C/C++.

7 Conclusions
We applied Code2vec, a model for distributed code rep-
resentations using AST path-contexts, to the task of binary
vulnerability detection. We evaluated Code2vec on the

Devign dataset as part of the CodeXGLUE benchmark.
Our experiments achieved an accuracy score that outper-
formed naive NLP-based approaches and was equivalent to
a simple transformer-based model that had not been pre-
trained on source code data. However, as expected, it was
outperformed by more expressive models that directly lever-
age features unique to the source code. Additionally, we
showed that smaller models such as Code2vec have mod-
est computational resource requirements compared to other
alternatives: when computational resources are scarce, the
reduced training time requirement and memory consump-
tion of Code2vec on a labeled dataset of source code func-
tions may outweigh the loss in accuracy that results from its
lower expressiveness.

The Devign dataset provides a balanced distribution be-
tween safe and unsafe samples, which is not representative
of a real-world application, where the data would be heavily
imbalanced due to the lack of unsafe samples. This study
would benefit from applying these experiments on a more
realistic sample distribution. Additionally, the performance
of Code2vec for vulnerability detection could potentially
be improved through hyperparameter tuning, for example,
by optimally choosing the maximum length and width of
path-contexts as well as the learning rate and batch size. We
plan to investigate these improvements in future work.

Although Code2vec is limited compared to state-of-the-
art, it remains an attractive choice for developers for code in-
telligence tasks such as vulnerability detection, as it demon-
strates comparable performance and can be more easily inte-
grated in CI pipelines than static analyzers or larger models.
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